Open Compute Language (OpenCL) has been proposed as a platform-independent parallel execution framework to target multicores, graphics processing units (GPUs), digital signal processors (DSPs), and other custom accelerators. Traditionally OpenCL is designed to scale across system generations by having each new model increase the available resources: processing cores, register file entries, and shared (localized) physical memory. However, when evaluating all potential models capable of running OpenCL the numerous performance trade-offs associated with these competing resources makes for a large exploration space. Specifically there are advantages to systematically analyzing the OpenCL parallel expressions to eliminate processor elements that constrain the overall design. We have designed an analysis tool for evaluating OpenCL kernels and the potential processor configurations in FPGA-based multiprocessor systems-on-chip (MPSoC) designs. The Flexible OpenCL (FlexCL) system determines integrated hardwaresoftware customization opportunities related to processor design across sets of OpenCL applications. The paper provides an evaluation of various OpenCL components synthesized to FPGAbased multicore design alternatives.
INTRODUCTION
General-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU) makes use of a graphics-processing unit (GPU), traditionally purposed only for computer graphics. In the past few years, there has been an accelerated adoption of GPGPU parallel computing techniques for the high-performance computing and embedded domains. Open Compute Language (OpenCL) [1] is a platform-independent parallel execution framework able to scale across multicore models (CPU, GPU, DSP, and accelerators) of perhaps varying hardware generations, and heterogeneous platforms. The core utility of OpenCL model is the promotion of a virtual execution model that can be used to target numerous alternative designs with various differentiated resources.
Over the same few years, Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) technologies have likewise evolved. Currently highperformance FPGAs have scaled to the point of including dedicated processors [2] , DSPs, multipliers, and memories with customizable logic on the same chip. In many application domains, the hybrid (CPU+FPGA) may have significant performance advantages over single core and even multicore CPU hardware architectures [4] . While an FPGA-based design may offer higher performance at lower power than multicore CPU and DSP systems, they still require significant time-to-market in terms of design and validation. At the same time, FPGAs serve as extremely effective targets in prototyping frameworks, allowing the design space [5] , [6] of performance, power, cost, space, and reliability trade-offs to be considered for domains of interest.
As OpenCL execution and runtime models enable a software expression of an algorithm's parallelism to scale to available resources, there is potential for a monumental shift in the embedded design field. At some level, the software kernels describe the same concepts that custom designers include as parallel hardware circuits and processing elements cooperating to execute a specific computation task. There are several potential advantages to the microprocessor design process in mapping the concepts within the OpenCL model to FPGA custom designs. First concerning design time, there is a steady proliferation of OpenCL software kernels of algorithms spanning numerous domains that are ready to be shared with open source communities. Second, there are opportunities to take advantage of software optimization (compilers) to improve the targeting of the design space. Similarly, by taking into account OpenCL concepts, a refined implementation can be described within that same design space. Finally, for a set of algorithms, there is potential to balance the requirements carried out in software implementation rather than including dedicated hardware for any one kernel.
Our work explores customizable OpenCL multicore processors. We use a flexible OpenCL (FlexCL) core description to rapidly generate customized processors for both specific application and many application cases. A highlight of the FlexCL framework is that the OpenCL kernel requirements reduce the need to include a full-scale processor core. An analysis can deliver the minimum set of processor features (operation codes, registers, pipeline features, floating-point hardware, and memory resources), and a minimum set of OpenCL features (special-purpose registers, local memory, and synchronization). Our framework is based on the MB-Lite soft-processor (open-source Xilinx Microblaze implementation) and we discuss FPGA synthesis outcomes for variations on design parameters. In this way the FlexCL framework can provide the potential of OpenCL-enabled FPGA-based MPSoC designs.
The paper includes the following sections. Section 2 provides background on the OpenCL computation model and motivation for customized OpenCL designs in heterogeneous systems. Section 3 illustrates the FlexCL approach. Section 4 includes initial experimental results, and Section 5 includes a summary and future work.
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 2.1 Related Work
Much of the other related work being done is using an OpenCLto-gates approach. FlexCL is doing OpenCL-to-native machine code, which is then loaded onto the FPGA at runtime and executed. This has the advantage that the algorithm to be run can be changed without needing to generate a new bit-stream for the FPGA. Altera's OpenCL toolset was recently announced [15] . Starting with OpenCL as an input, the the toolset generates the host executable and the associated FPGA bit stream. The MARC system [16] uses templates of an architecture that is customized at the HDL level through analysis of OpenCL kernel code. RAMPSoC is a framework for generating an MPSoC composed of multiple microprocessors and specialized hardware accelerators for the algorithm being executed [17] . A method of dynamic runtime partial reconfiguration for adding and removing blocks is also demonstrated. The language front-end is C/C++. Since each processor is a full-function processor each one requires more resources than a compute unit in FlexCL.
Open Compute Language (OpenCL)
The OpenCL language is just one method of describing dataparallel algorithms. The Nvidia Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [3] is another data-level parallel programming model, established in 2007, to target the off-loading of general-purpose computations on Nvidia GPUs. While similar, OpenCL is implemented as a platform-independent framework capable of targeting heterogeneous processors. OpenCL applications consist of two components: (1) a host program directing management of one of more compute devices using a series of application programming interfaces (API) calls, and (2) a kernel program executing on the compute devices. For the purpose of this paper, it is only necessary to review the concept of the OpenCL kernel.
OpenCL kernels are written in standard C code with annotations to specify parallelism and explicitly controlled memory structures and thread interactions. Figure 1 illustrates a common example of an OpenCL kernel for averaging three neighboring input values to generate an output value. Within OpenCL, this kernel explains the independent work performed in parallel by potentially any number of parallel hardware threads.
Figure 1 Example OpenCL Kernel (3-Cell Average Filter)
A programmer designates an OpenCL kernel to be launched on a compute device as an N-dimensional workspace. Each workspace is divided into smaller N-dimensional workgroups that are scheduled on independent compute units within the compute device. Each workgroup consists of a number of workitems that are directly mapped to hardware threads (contexts) and execute on processing elements. Each workitem has a unique ID that is accessible from the kernel using OpenCL builtins such as get_global_id(0). The IDs are used to distinguish the data to be accessed (read or written) by each workitem. Workgroups are described within OpenCL to allow (1) efficient mapping of dataparallel tasks to parallel hardware (compute units) and (2) communication between workitems, specifically on a designated compute unit with a dedicated physical memory (local memory). Figure 2 represents the standard OpenCL execution model of a target compute device. In this view, a compute device must include 1 or more compute units and each compute unit must have 1 or more processing elements (on which threads carry out the computation of described workitems). The overall design of the OpenCL architecture allows a large number of workgroups to be simultaneously scheduled by the runtime system of the compute device, which is generally a GPU target. Each workgroup carries out the same overall kernel computation, but has a designated subset of the input and output space. However, there are a few key execution issues when workitems within the same workgroup execute on different paths. These issues relate directly to the design space of customizable OpenCL-enabled cores, and are described in the following three subsections.
Workitem Model & Workgroup Coordination
The expression of parallelism in OpenCL is implicitly constructed in kernels by describing the workitem execution using a set of built-in references that coordinate and divide the entire execution space. Figure 3 shows the OpenCL description of a 2-dimensional workspace subdivided into the workgroups and workitem coordinate system. • get_local_size (dimidx) -returns the number of local work-items in the work-group specified by dimension • get_global_id (dimidx) -returns the unique global work-item ID for the specified dimension
• get_local_id (dimidx) -returns the unique local workitem ID in the work-group for the specified dimension
• get_num_groups (dimidx) -returns the number of workgroups for the specified dimension
• get_group_id (dimidx) -returns the unique ID of the work-group being processed by the kernel
• get_work_dim (dimidx) -returns the number of dimensions of the data problem space
• get_global_size (dimidx) -returns the number total work-items for the specified dimension
In Figure 3 , the two-dimensional example, a workitem can determine its location in a 2D array by using get_global_id(0) and get_global_id(1) when geometric positions of x and y are mapped to the 2D array. Workitem local offsets are referenced using get_local_id(0) and get_local_id(1).
Table1: OpenCL Intrinsic: Global, Local, Individual
Execution Scope OpenCL Intrinsic
Since most processor implementations provide OpenCL by way of a system library, there are not dedicated machine hardware resources specialized for OpenCL implementations. In generic processors, the built-ins are typically assigned to registers or assigned to memory locations (that must be accessed from global device memory). Table 1 shows the breakdown of the built-in terms as can be shared among the workspace (Global), and workgroup (Local), and those terms that have unique values per workitem (Individual). By analyzing each OpenCL kernel's requirements, FlexCL cores can integrate the built-in elements into the system design and diminish the required hardware space.
Similar to the built-in elements, the primary scaling of resources of data-parallel architectures and GPU designs is achieved by coordinating multiple workitems to execute on multiple processing elements by using common facilities such as fetch and decode stages. Figure 4 shows a traditional OpenCL hardware design of a compute unit, in which multiple workitems of a workgroup have been assigned resources from the large computeunit pools of (1) registers, (2) process/thread content. The coordination of the system takes care dispatching the available workitems from the set of workgroup contexts. As shown, the shared register file is a set of resources divided among the groups of thread contexts. Designs may provide a limit on the number of thread contexts as well as be limited by the use of resources by each thread context. For example, if each thread context is assigned X registers, then the register file may become a limiting factor as it must provide equal resources to each thread.
Figure 4 Traditional Construction of OpenCL Workgroup Context Execution
Motivation: In the FlexCL exploration framework, one goal is to relate the available resource trade-offs between traditional multiprocessor and OpenCL processor designs. For multiprocessor designs, one measurement of scalable parallelism is based on the number of processing elements on chip. However, as OpenCL-based GPGPU computations are based on massively multithreading techniques, a more accurate level of a design's parallelism includes the number of available thread contexts (and registers available to those contexts) per compute unit. As such, any FlexCL customization (reduced operation codes, registers, etc) can be translated into space for more thread contexts on each compute unit.
Workitem Divergence
In the Nvidia CUDA terminology, divergence issues for threads (OpenCL's workitems) in blocks (OpenCL's workgroups) are referred to as branch divergence [11] . Branch divergence can result in significant execution overhead, as hardware that is typically highly utilized to a full set of threads within a compute unit becomes idle. Typically branch divergence can be the result of data-dependent conditions or when the workitem IDs are used to isolate a specific set of workitems from the rest of the workgroup. Figure 5 illustrates an example of a branch divergence where the branch condition for an individual workitem depends on independent data values. Programmers can sometimes statically restructure their code to eliminate workitem-based branches with divergence. However true data-dependences are difficult to resolve. With respect to FlexCL processing, branch divergence is an important characteristic to address since the goal is to break the strict execution model in which all workgroups execute the identically composed kernel. Figure 6 shows the necessary hardware support for the case of branch divergence taken in most OpenCL-based GPU architectures. In Figure 6 (a) scenario, four workitems of the same workgroup are scheduled to execute a control sequence involving four basic blocks. For the case when workitems WG 0 executes taken, and the other workitems WG 1, WG 2, WG 3 execute nontaken, there is branch divergence. As workgroups are dispatched to execute identical instructions (common fetch, decode, and execute stages), the typical approach is to use forms of predicated execution [13] shown in Figure 6 (b). In this case, special hardware support is used to allow each individual instruction to use predicate mask registers to conditionally nullify instructions. The benefits of the approach are that the instructions maintain the same instruction sequence point, while the deficiency is that the hardware must provide such support. In the case where FlexCL performs customizations for each OpenCL kernel, oftentimes there are ways to analyze the code to determine whether branch divergence is data-dependent or workgroup-dependent.
Motivation: FlexCL kernel analysis can reveal branch behaviors (data-dependent versus workgroup-dependent) to synthesize distinct compute units with and without branch divergence support. In these cases, kernel-specialization provides benefits of saving hardware resources in the design space. 
Workgroup Synchronization
OpenCL workgroups are not able to synchronize globally with other workgroups. Instead, only workitems of the same workgroup can synchronize at programmer-based control points in kernels. Intra-workgroup synchronization is based on splitting large workgroups into smaller implementation-specific groups of hardware threads. In the case of Nvidia CUDA/OpenCL support for GPUs, workgroups are carried out in multiples of 32 threads collectively called a Warp [ ]. In the case of AMD OpenCL, workgroups are defined by multiples of the Wavefronts (hardware primitive of 64 threads). An example of the synchronization of workitems of a workgroup is shown in Figure 7 . In this example, the programmer may define a workgroup as 512 workitems, yet the programmer may not know the platform being used to execute the code. In order for the OpenCL-enabled device to carry out the expressed parallelism, the underlying hardware may use divisions of 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, etc. threads. In such case the divisions of a workgroup each maintain an execution point in the kernel and for a given point in time, each division could be positioned at a different execution point. To synchronize the divisions, the OpenCL barrier() programming element requires the hardware implementation to force all divisions to reach an agreement point in code before continuing execution. The example of Figure 7 shows the utility of synchronization in which multiple threads will share the contents of local memory, a shared access memory that is physically local. Workitems in the example use data values loaded by other workitems. So to preserve barrier() semantics, OpenCL coordinates execution such that all divided groups of the workgroups reach a common point before continuing on.
Figure 7 OpenCL Barrier() Synchronization
Motivation: An OpenCL kernel's specific use of synchronization and compute unit's local memory can substantially impact the design of the processor architecture. Kernels can be coded without the use of synchronization, alleviating the need to provide synchronization capabilities in the compute unit implementation. Similarly, synchronization may only be necessary for a subset of workgroups in the workspace (example: workgroups handling the processing of boundary cases). Therefore only a subset of compute units requires synchronization support.
APPROACH
Multi-Processor System-On-Chip (MPSoC) architectures have become widespread for many real-time application domains [4] . Such systems span a very large spectrum of design alternatives. In order to explore design constraints (e.g. energy consumption or time-to-market), as well as explore many possible configurations, there are options for exploring MPSoC designs in FPGA-based systems [8] . FPGA prototyping and emulation systems often serve as more accurate environments for exploring hardware-software trade-offs over cycle-accurate simulators.
The FlexCL architecture framework involves both OpenCL kernel analysis to reveal execution properties and a parameter-based FlexCL core. The combination of the static kernel analysis when coupled with the design space, allows a number of OpenCLenabled MPSoC architectures to be derived. Figure 8 shows an example deployment of FlexCL in which multiple distinct compute unit configurations are deployed in the hardware. 
FlexCL Core Configuration
The FlexCL core is based on the Xilinx soft-processor MicroBlaze [9] . MicroBlaze is a 32-bit RISC-based architecture, similar to the MIPS architecture, traditionally designed for Xilinx FPGAs. As a soft-core processor, MicroBlaze is implemented in the logic fabric of Xilinx FPGAs, and there are several open source implementations (OpenFire, MB-Lite, MB-Lite+, and myBlaze). FlexCL is based on the MB-Lite MicroBlaze implementation in VHDL. The FlexCL description includes design directives to organize patterns of FlexCL processors with features enabled or disabled (i.e. building a processor with only a subset of operation codes). This allows optimization of the hardware to the algorithm being executed or performanceestimated for multiple synthesized configurations for each partition.
The following FlexCL design elements are configuration targets: The FlexCL design based on Figure 9 was built and executes instructions in simulation. This design was used to obtain FPGA resource usage for many design alternatives to understand the trade-off of OpenCL customization and FPGA resources. Figure 9 shows the isolation of the compute unit implemented using a Wishbone bus topology. From the perspective of FPGA routing, more efficient topologies exist that will be considered in a future revision (i.e. ring or star). Each compute unit consists of a configurable number of cores, configurable number of FPUs, and a configurable amount of local memory. Each core within the compute unit consists of a modified version of FlexCL. Each core executes in lock-step with the other cores within a compute unit, and consists of a 32-bit data path, 5-stage pipeline, and 32 registers. The lock-step model described in OpenCL for each compute unit is a primary source of real-estate savings as multiple cores are able to share the fetch and decode of operations from a common program counter location.
Figure 9 FlexCL MPSoC Overview
Floating-point units (FPUs) within a compute unit are shared between cores. The FPU consists of floating point cores generated from Xilinx CoreGen. With the exception of division, each core is fully pipelined to allow FPU sharing between cores to be very efficient given the amount of FPGA resources each FPU requires. Local memory is arranged into banks. Each bank operates independently for simultaneous read or write operations. Local addresses are coalesced across the banks. If two cores attempt to access the same bank then their operations are serialized. Block RAM is used on the FPGA for local memory. The RAM itself has a 1-cycle latency, but interconnects increase latency to 3 cycles.
Figure 10 FlexCL Register Architecture
A central component of Figure 9 is the FlexCL core. For specific OpenCL kernels, custom cores (decode stage, ALU functions, register bypassing) can be synthesized. For example, the elimination of operation codes from the full ISA can result in space savings for soft-core implementations. As the core designs are replicated many times throughout the compute unit, there is a magnified savings potential for custom FPGA-based MPSoC. Figure 10 shows the difference of register file implementation between a traditional GPU compute unit constructed of soft cores and the FlexCL compute unit. In the FlexCL case, the register file can be customized for each algorithm to (1) contain the minimum number of algorithm registers and (2) share common OpenCL kernel and workgroup built-in values.
OpenCL Kernels
The work presented here aims to expand upon the facilities available part of the LLVM compiler framework [10] for compiling C-based code to an intermediate representation and then to architecture-specific assembly instructions. The compilation of C-code to LLVM IR has been well developed and we implemented a FlexCL code generator.
The following describes the eight OpenCL kernels used for experimental analysis to determine the potential benefit of reducing required hardware logic on a per-application basis. Each benchmark is assigned a letter (A thru H) and described:
• BitonicSort (A): a parallel algorithm for sorting, used as a construction method for building a sorting network.
• FastWalshTransform (B): an efficient algorithm to compute the Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT).
• FloydWarshall (C): a graph analysis algorithm for finding shortest paths in a weighted graph and finding transitive closure of a relation R.
• Histogram (D): a representation showing the distribution of data.
• Mandelbrot (E): a calculation based on a mathematical set of points whose boundary is a distinctive twodimensional fractal shape.
• MatrixTranspose (F): an algorithm that efficiently computes the reflection of A over its main diagonal to obtain A T .
• RadixSort (G): a non-comparative integer sorting algorithm that sorts data with integer keys by grouping keys by the individual digits which share the same significant position and value.
• Reduction (H): the repeated application of an addition operator to a set of data values.
The base Microblaze ISA includes approximately 110 operation codes. The compilation of OpenCL kernels generates both a base version and an optimized version of code for the target FlexCL core. Table 2 shows the static operation count for each target kernel. On average, the LLVM compiler is able to reduce the number of operations for the target processors by 67%. This shows a good design characteristic that software compilers are still involved in the performance process. Table 2 shows the comparison for FPGA design technique on the overall operation codes that are required by each kernel. The first column indicates the kernel (A-H), and the next two columns indicate the distinct type of operation code needed by the OpenCL processor for each kernel implementation with FlexCL processor (for base and optimized code). As shown in Table 3 , the average reduction in operation set is 9.2%, shown per kernel benchmark in the fourth column. Again, the use of compilers shows that there is a good potential for software techniques to modify the requirements of hardware and lead to variations in the design space. Each included operation encoding requires the decode stage to provide control signals and for the processor pipeline to have dedicated resources for implementing each operation code. In this view, the custom-OpenCL processor design. The set of kernels require a total of 33 operation codes. As illustrated by the final column, many kernels require a small set: 39.4% of that set. Table 4 shows a comparison of the operation codes needed by each OpenCL kernel with the other kernels. In this case, each operation code needed in the optimized version of code is considered an entry in a vector. Each kernel's vector is compared as a Hamming distance to the other kernel. The table shows the difference in operation codes necessary for the MicroBlaze processor implementation. Some of the highlights include that some kernels (A & D: Bitonic Sort and Histogram) require the identical operation codes. In this case, the processor operation code design and internal data path would be identical. In the extreme case, kernel E (Mandelbrot) has the largest distinction in that it varies with the other kernels by a minimum of 10 operation codes and most widely with the other kernels by 14 operation codes. These results indicate that a set of soft processors may be dedicated to set of algorithms identified by their OpenCL kernels. 
EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS 4.1 Methodology
We targeted synthesis of the OpenCL kernels to various FlexCL organizations for a Xilinx Virtex5 SX95T using the Xilinx Design tools. Since most of the FPGA is based on Look-up- Tables  (LUTs) , this was considered the best resource target. In addition, there are FPGA registers, Block RAMs (BRAMs), and DSPs. Overall, the elementary programmable logic block in Xilinx FPGAs is called a slice. As such, the typical Xilinx slice includes the overall area for multiple LUTs, dedicated multiplexors, dedicated arithmetic logic, and registers.
FPGA Synthesis Results
We evaluated several designs of MicroBlaze-based MPSoCs. Specifically we explored fitting as many cores as possible on the Figure 10 , showing that doubling the banking support (necessary for simultaneous workgroup access) typically requires about 5% of the slice area when all other parameters are maintained constant. FPUs. The largest effects of individual changes in the datapath and/or opcode requirements come from the elimination of requirements of barrel-shifting and FPU division from the core processor configuration. In these cases there are respective savings of 14% and 6% of FPGA Look-up- Table ( LUT) savings in FPGA space. While these two features are clearly dedicated for use in certain kernels, there are other architecture features that are based on more detailed analysis. For example, the register forwarding support can save only 5% FPGA space for a FlexCL core, but only a few kernels require register forwarding (passing of registers between the two nearest instructions in the pipeline). Similarly, related to OpenCL support, the conditional and unconditional support provides insight into the branch divergence support. In this case, detecting whether branch divergence is possible within the workgroup of a compute unit, will largely be based on the branching support, which amounts to 2% of core area. Figure 12 shows the analysis of the registers necessary for a FlexCL architecture for a set of substantially larger OpenCL kernels than studied earlier. Figure 13 shows the synthesis time in seconds to configure the 28 designs used in the current FlexCL study. The average line indicates the average of the 28 synthesized designs, which is 635 seconds. The base design of is an 8-core OpenCL compute unit, with 8-banked local memory (8KB) and 4 FPUs. The synthesis times include both the datapath and OpenCL configurations. Out of the sorted synthesis times, the very last point is the full design without any modification. Overall, for understanding how a design space exploration might be developed within the FlexCL framework, it would be expected that each design would require 10 minutes (approximately 600 seconds). While the synthesis times are not significant, depending on the number of design alternatives, it may be necessary to cull the space by using additional pre-synthesis estimates on performance.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
An OpenCL kernel represents the execution of parallel resources in a system and there has been significant interest in the image processing, computer vision, computational photography, continuous sensing, and 3D processing fields. Running counter to the FPGA model is momentum of a software community pressing the development of a growing set of OpenCL kernels exploitable by CPU/GPU architectures supporting OpenCL.
Overall, we believe the use of custom OpenCL designs for FPGAs offers several potential advantages in comparison to traditional FPGA-based MPSoC methodologies. Such systems have the advantage of receiving both software (compiler) and hardware (synthesis) optimizations. The software techniques are beneficial as they can be applied after design release, which is not always feasible with hardware-based systems. Similarly, it may be possible to steer the compiler to generate code sequences that use a small set of FPGA synthesizable resources, thus making space for more processing elements. Other target FPGA parts will be considered to provide more detailed synthesis results, as well as more detailed comparison of synthesis of resources achievable when strategically eliminating certain combinations of features.
